
 
 

PALLARÈS SOLSONA - BOXWOOD AND BEECH WOOD SERIES 
 
ABOUT PALLARÈS 
The knife industry is a tradition in the Solsona region in Spain that dates back to the 
sixteenth century. The company Pallarès, founded in 1917, is today the only 
testimony to Solsona's renowned knife-making industry.  At the beginning of this 
century, the third generation took over the running of the company. 
 
Throughout its history Pallarès has chosen and still chooses the materials to be used 
by always seeking out the highest quality.  It’s main aim has always been quality of 
the cutting edge, which is why all knives are sharpened by hand. 
 
Each timeless Pallarès knife is hand-crafted from high quality carbon or stainless 
steel and set with a Box Wood or Beech Wood handle. 
 
Pallarès source their steel from Germany. 
 
CARBON VS. STAINLESS 

● Carbon steel is harder than stainless giving the knife a good measure of 
strength 

● Carbon steel will hold it’s edge for longer before needing to be re-sharpened 
● Carbon steel is easier to sharpen than stainless and allows for a sharper, finer 

edge 
● Carbon steel will rust, whereas stainless will not. This can be avoided with 

caring properly for your carbon steel 
 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARBON STEEL 

● Always remember to KEEP YOUR KNIFE DRY, as carbon steel will rust when 
it remains wet.  

● Run a towel over the knife immediately after washing, oil after every use and 
store in a dry place. 

● Do not soak it in water and never place it in the dishwasher. 
● To reduce the frequency of re-sharpening, wooden chopping boards are 

recommended. 
● If your carbon steel blade is beginning to rust, use a scouring pad and acid, 

such as vinegar and gently rub it on the affected area. After the rust has been 
removed, dry the blade, re-sharpen and oil to prevent future rusting. 

● It is natural for carbon steel to develop a patina over time. 
 



 
 
ABOUT THE WOOD HANDLES 
 
While the look of the different woods and the feel of their handles are usually the 
deciding factors between the two series, the types of woods have their own 
characteristics: 

● Boxwood (Buxus) has a fine grain and is a high density wood, resistant to 
splitting and cracking. It was the wood of choice for the handles of dirks and 
daggers. 

● Beechwood is a high density hardwood which makes it difficult to dent.  It was 
often used as the stocks for military rifles. 

 
The wood handle knives are not designed to go into the dishwasher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


